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The Hemlock Restoration Initiative has enjoyed a successful spring full of chemical
treatment, educational trainings, volunteer workdays, biological control monitoring and
community outreach. This edition of the newsletter highlights various aspects of our
chemical control program.

Saving the hemlocks in Cascade Lake extension
of DuPont State Forest

Merry Falls on Laurel Creek, visible from Cascade
Lake Rd.

Margot Wallston, director of the
Hemlock Restoration Initiative, has long
been aware of a certain parcel of declining hemlocks above Cascade Lake in
Transylvania County. When HRI partnered with the Transylvania County Cooperative Extension Service to establish
a hemlock treatment cost-share program
for private landowners in 2017, she
hoped it might be an avenue to treat
those trees, but no project was initiated.
In 2019, HRI finally got the opportunity to
begin saving those hemlocks thanks to a
collaborative effort between the North
Carolina Forest Service, nonprofit The
Conservation Fund (TCF), and a generous donation of private land.
The land known as the Cascade
Lake property was owned by the Pickelsimer family, founders of Cascade
Power. Thanks to a generous bequest in

the will of Charles Pickelsimer Jr., part of
the land was donated to The Conservation Fund, and this January, TCF conveyed the 778-acre parcel to the NC Forest Service to be added to DuPont State
Recreational Forest.
Recently, DuPont has dedicated
considerable effort to expanding the
acres of hemlocks protected by thoroughly mapping areas where hemlocks
are likely to occur and chemically treating those hemlocks. With help from
NCFS BRIDGE crews, staff, and partnership with HRI, DuPont has treated 7,751
hemlocks in the forest this past season.
Knowing that this new acquisition
would bring with it more acres of needy
hemlocks, Assistant Forest Supervisor
Michael Sweat invited HRI to look for
and treat hemlocks in the undeveloped
parcel. While several trees have already
declined beyond help, we were happy to
find a number that remained viable. With
the help of dedicated volunteers—
including Ann and Chuck Hackford, who
are neighbors, members of the Friends
of DuPont Forest, and regular users of
the forest—HRI treated 216 trees in the
Cascade Lake parcel this spring. We
are grateful to everyone involved in
making sure the
land and the trees
on it are protected
for future forest
users to enjoy.
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Ann and Chuck Hackford have used
their knowledge from volunteering
with HRI in DuPont to treat hemlock
trees such as these ones, showing
copious new growth, on their own
property.
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The land shown in blue is the portion of the Cascade Lake
property that will be added to DuPont State Forest.

Helping hemlocks, honoring history in special sites
The Hemlock Restoration Initiative considers anywhere we treat
hemlocks to be a special place. Recently, though, we have had the opportunity to treat hemlocks—and
teach others—in sites with particular
historical significance in addition to
natural beauty.
In March, HRI partnered with
Mainspring Conservation Trust to
treat a hemlock-heavy site in Cherokee County which Mainspring is
working with the landowners to conserve. This hilltop covered in eastern
hemlock trees is also a resting site for
several people who are significant to
the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians, including John and Betty Welch.
When the government began seizing
property from the Cherokee in 1838,
John Welch signed his farm over to
his white father-in-law so that it would
be protected. The Welches then invited other Cherokee who had been
removed from their own property to
live in safety on the Welch Farm. According to TJ Holland, Cultural Resources Supervisor for the Eastern
Band of Cherokee Indians, “If it were-

Workshop participants listen to hemlock
treatment instructions in the Welch Cemetery.

n’t for these folks doing these things
that they did, there would not be an
Eastern Band today.”
The property’s current owner,
Vicky Townson Grant, participated in
the hemlock treatment training workshop along with other landowners,
EBCI natural resource staff, and
Mainspring staff. Learning hemlock
treatment methods and working with
HRI staff, workshop participants
treated nearly 200 hemlocks and ensured that the majestic hemlocks will
continue to provide shade, shelter
and a unique character to this historical resting place for years to come.
In April, HRI held a workshop
with a dual purpose of educating
UNCA students on our hemlock
treatment methods and protecting
the magnificent and meaningful
hemlocks of Violet Hills Cemetery,
one of Asheville’s oldest African
American cemeteries. Violet Hills
was founded by notable African
American physician Dr. L.O. Miller
as a resting place for the city’s African American population back in
1932. Today, Dr. Miller’s grandson,
Quentin Miller, is the property owner
and caretaker. The property exudes
character and receives cool shade
from 16 massive hemlocks, which
Mr. Miller had all but given up on.
For years, the trees showed signs of
decline due to an infestation of hemlock woolly adelgid.
On a sunny day in April, the
ground still wet from the morning
rain, HRI hosted a team of enthusiastic volunteers from UNCA’s Invasive Species Management class and
Asheville GreenWorks. The students

The team that treated all the hemlocks at
Violet Hills Cemetery

worked in teams guided by HRI staff
to learn tree health assessment skills
and treatment methods, and then
proceeded to treat every hemlock at
both Violet Hills and nearby Green
Hills Cemetery. Mr. Miller says the
result is dramatic. This spring he
saw the hemlocks’ crowns perk up
and tender new shoots emerge from
many branches. “The hemlocks are
a ray of sunshine,” said Mr. Miller,
expressing gratitude to HRI for saving the cultural and ecological value
of the Violet Hills hemlocks.
HRI is glad to protect the hemlocks in these special places while
training community members in our
hemlock treatment methods. We look
forward to offering even more training
workshops in the upcoming year.
Thanks to Mainspring Conservation Trust and UNCA graduate Finningan Digman for help with this
story. To learn more about the Welch
Cemetery, watch a video created by
Mainspring at vimeo.com/211478314.
To read more about the history of
Violet Hills Cemetery, check out Finnigan’s blog post on our website,
SaveHemlocksNC.org.

2018 by the numbers
35,165 hemlocks chemically treated by HRI and North Carolina Forest Service crews
204,598 diameter inches (4.5 feet off the ground) of hemlock treated by HRI and NCFS crews
23 State Parks, State Forests, NC Wildlife Resources Commission Game Lands, and other conserved lands we
partnered with to carry out treatments in 19 Western North Carolina counties
42 outreach events, educational hikes, and presentations
>600 Laricobius beetles released in hemlock stands and >1,000 Laricobius beetles recovered from 35 sites
50 participants in 5 hemlock treatment training workshops
>100 calls answered from landowners requesting hemlock management advice
776 hemlocks treated through the cost-share program in Transylvania County
>1,120 hours given by 87 volunteers for chemical treatment, beetle monitoring, and Forest Restoration
Alliance workdays

Volunteer Spotlight: Dave Jarjoura
The Hemlock Restoration Initiative
could not do what we do without the
help of our hard-working volunteers.
This newsletter marks the first edition of
our “volunteer spotlight,” highlighting the
contributions of one especially dedicated volunteer.
Dave Jarjoura is a retired biostatistician who calls the Sandy Mush area
home. For the past several years, he’s
also been a “hemlock hero,” assisting
HRI with chemical treatment to save the
hemlocks of Sandy Mush.
As a member of the Southern Appalachian Highlands Conservancy
(SAHC), Dave made his first foray into
treating hemlocks when HRI partnered
with the land trust to host our first ever
volunteer day in March 2016 on land
SAHC had acquired to connect disjunct
portions of the Sandy Mush Game Land.
Since then, Dave has made time to join
HRI in the field each year: To date, he
has volunteered over 70 hours on 10
different days.
At the end of that first March workday, HRI Director Margot Wallston was

Workshop participants measure a massive hemlock in Violet Hills Cemetery in preparation to
chemically treat it.

surprised to see Dave return to the
group with soggy shoes and pants wet
up to his knees. As it turns out, Dave
heard that the largest hemlocks could
be found close to the creek—which happened to be at the bottom of a steep,
rocky slope, below a thick wall of rhododendron. Dave was not intimidated—he
and his teammate beelined down and
literally into the creek to access the big
trees.
“Each spring and fall, I look forward
to volunteering to treat hemlocks on
Sandy Mush Game Land,” says Dave.
The practice of careful application methods and direct observation of the ensuing absence of adelgid on treated trees
increased Dave’s confidence in the
overall benefit to the ecology of the
hemlock stands. “Margot’s organization
skills and focus on efficiency translate to
very impressive numbers of treated Volunteer Dave Jarjoura and HRI
trees each year...Add in the enthusiasm Outreach Associate Sara deFosset
and comradery of the treatment teams,
and you end up with an old man, like
me, willing to make strenuous efforts
climbing up and down the steep ravines
of Sandy Mush Game Land, enjoying
myself, and feeling like I’m making some
small contribution to preserving our
woods.”
HRI is extremely grateful for Dave’s
consistent and enthusiastic involvement
over the years.

If you have treated your hemlocks,
please fill out our
Treatment Follow-up Survey!
Follow the link here, or visit
SaveHemlocksNC.org/contact-us

Upcoming Events
Thursday, June 20; Saturday, June 22; and Sunday, June 23, 2019: Premieres of
“Guardians of our Troubled Waters,” a local documentary that features HRI
Friday, June 21, 2019: Forest Restoration Alliance workday in Waynesville, NC
Saturday, June 22, 2019: HRI at Upper French Broad Riverfest in Rosman, NC

Thanks for the support from our funders:

Brian Heath of the NC Forest Service
treats a hemlock tree in Rendezvous
Mountain State Educational Forest.
With the help of BRIDGE crews, NCFS
has treated over 30,000 hemlocks in
Rendezvous this season!
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